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1066–1158: ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

MARTIN ALLEN

In 2012 I published a survey of the mints and moneyers of the English and Welsh coinages 
from the 1066 to 1158, recording the types known for each moneyer.1 Many new coins have 
come to light since publication, from single finds and hoards, and in auction catalogues and 
dealers’ fixed price lists. In addition, Mr J.D. Gomm has very generously provided me with 
many additions and amendments to the lists published in 2012, based upon his own records 
of Norman coins in commerce and elsewhere, and David Walker has done the same for the 
reign of Henry I (1100−35). This article brings together these addenda and corrigenda. 

Seven new moneyers and two new mints can be added to the lists in William I type 1 (Profile/
Cross Fleury). The first new mint is Ipswich, which is now known from a cut halfpenny reading 
[  ]NONgIPESI[  ], found in Norfolk (EMC 2015.0222; weight not recorded) (Fig. 1e). The 
moneyer might be either Brunman or Leofstan, who were Ipswich moneyers in the coinage of 
Harold II, and Leofstan is arguably more probable, because he has been recorded in William 
I types 2 to 6. The other new mint is Malmesbury: a find from the vicinity of Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk in March 2014 (EMC 2014.0079; Coin Register 2015, no. 106; weight not recorded) is 
of a Malmesbury moneyer with a name ending in PINE, who is presumably Brihtwine, the only 
Malmesbury moneyer in William I types 2 to 5. The Bath moneyer Brungar, who was previ-
ously recorded in the coinage of William I in type 3 only, is now known in type 1 from two 
specimens sharing an obverse die. A coin in Baldwin’s Auctions 69, 3 May 2011, lot 594 (1.09 
g) reads +BRVNgãRONBãI (Fig. 1a), and a second coin in the Spink auction of 4 December 
2012, lot 68 (ex Otto Helbing Nachf. München auction 74, 14 December 1933, lot 154; 1.29 g) 
is from another reverse die reading +BRVNgãRONBã5 (Fig. 1b). The apparent gap in the 
issues of the Bedford moneyer Sigod (or Sægod) between the coinage of Harold II and William 
I type 2 has been filled by a coin found at Tamworth, Staffordshire in 2012 (EMC 2014.0035; 
Coin Register 2015, no. 105), which has an exceptionally high weight of 1.70 g.2 A type 1 
penny of the Cambridge moneyer Wulfwine, reading +PVLFPINEONgRN, has been acquired 
by the Fitzwilliam Museum from the sale of part 1 of the Lord Stewartby collection, Spink, 
22 March 2016, lot 316 (1.17 g) (Fig. 1c). There was a moneyer of this name at Cambridge in 
various types from Cnut’s Short Cross to Edward the Confessor’s Facing bust, and in William 
I type 3.3 Wulfric can be added to the list of post-Conquest moneyers at Chester from a type 
1 penny in the Dix Noonan Webb auction of 12 November 2015, lot 526 (0.93 g), reading 
+PVLFRI6ONIEgE6E (Fig. 1d). The last new moneyer is Legsinc, a York moneyer previously 
recorded in the coinage of Harold II and William I type 2. A small hoard of four type 1 pen-
nies found at Husbands Bosworth, Leicestershire, on 17 January and 28 February 2015 
(Treasure case no. 2016 T132) included a coin of Legsinc reading +LEgSIN6ONEOFRPI6 (PAS: 
LEIC-6CE010; 1.44 g) (Fig. 1f).4
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In William I type 2 (Bonnet) two moneyers have been added, and the mint attribution of 
one moneyer has been amended. A find from Wickham, Hampshire, in August 2012 (EMC 
2012.0232; PAS: GLO-1FF8D4; Coin Register 2013, no. 103; weight not recorded) names a 
new Exeter moneyer in the Anglo-Norman coinage, Ægelwi, with a reverse reading +ÆGEL[P?]
IONEXE6Es. A cut halfpenny found at Stanfield, Norfolk on 10 November 2014 (EMC 
2014.0326; Coin Register 2015, no. 107; 0.63 g) reads +gODEFV[  ], and it is reasonable to 
assume that this is a coin of the Norwich moneyer Godefurth, filling a gap in his issues between 
William I types 1 and 3.5 Finally in type 2, Man was listed as an Oxford moneyer on the basis 
of a penny in the Yorkshire Museum, York (SCBI 21, no. 1167; 1.24 g), but this is a coin of 
the Norwich moneyer Man(na), reading +MãNONNORPOI:. Man(na) is another Norwich 
moneyer who was listed in types 1 and 3 but not in type 2.

The only addition to the corpus in William I type 3 (Canopy) is a coin found in 2014 (PAS: 
DOR-BBD727; 0.76 g) with two other coins of type 3 and one of type 2, as addenda to the 
Blandford area (Dorset) hoard of 2013 (2013 T776).6 The moneyer’s name can be read as 
Wulgar, but the mint name is illegible after an initial upright: +PVLgãRONI[    ] (Fig. 2). The 
coin is from local dies similar in style to a pair of dies known from two coins of the York 
moneyer Outhgrim, which may suggest a tentative attribution to York.7

In William I type 4 (Two Sceptres) a find from Rogate, West 
Sussex in 2013 (EMC 2013.0375; Coin Register 2014, no. 88; 
1.2 g) has added a new mint – Bath – to the list of mints for the 
type. The moneyer of this new coin, Osmær, was previously 
recorded in William I types 1, 5 and 8, and William II type 2, 
as well as in the coinage of Edward the Confessor. A type 4 
penny found at Hemington, Somerset on 20 December 2014 
(EMC 2014.0359; Coin Register 2015, no. 108; weight not 
recorded), and a die- duplicate cut halfpenny acquired by the 
Fitzwilliam Museum in 2013 from the collection of the late 
Dr David Rogers (CM.571–2013; 0.55 g), are by the Hereford moneyer Eadwi, who is also 
known in William I type 2 and in the coinages of Edward the Confessor and Harold II. The 
Wilton moneyer Sefara has been added to the lists in type 4 by a find from Tarrant Hinton, 
Dorset, on 1 August 2015 (PAS: DOR-EA7752; 1.14 g), which is from local dies with a reverse 
reading +SEFãRãONPI[L?]TVN (VN ligated) (Fig. 3). The listing of Ricard as a Wilton 
 moneyer in type 4 was taken from Eric Harris’s lists of mints and moneyers published in serial 

 5  A William I type 2 penny of the Canterbury moneyer Manna was found at the same location on 27 Mar. 2015, and the 
two coins are presumed to be from a hoard (information from Michael Cuddeford, 7 Apr. 2015).
 6  I am extremely grateful to Ciorstaidh Hayward Trevarthen for information about this find, and images of it.
 7  SCBI 11, Stockholm, no. 14; SCBI 27, no. 1773.
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Fig. 1. William I type 1: (a–b) Bath, Brungar (© Baldwin’s and Spink and Son Ltd); (c) Cambridge, Wulfwine 
(Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge); (d) Chester, Wulfric (© Dix Noonan Web); (e) Ipswich, Brunman or Leofstan?; 
(f) York, Legsinc (© Portable Antiquities Scheme)

Fig. 2. William I type 3: 
York?, Wulgar (© Portable 
Antiquities Scheme)
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form between 1983 and 1991, but his supporting reference that 
this was ‘noted by Brooke as being in the Carlyon-Britton 
 coll[ectio]n.’ was based upon a misreading of a table in Brooke’s 
BMC.8 

The Abergavenny area hoard of 2002, which is published in 
this volume (pp. 140–63), included two die-duplicate type 4/5 
(Two Sceptres/Two Stars) mules of the Wareham moneyer 
Sideman, and a third coin from the same obverse die but with 
an apparently illiterate reverse die.9 Sideman is a moneyer  
previously recorded in William I types 1, 3 and 4. A type 5 penny found near Frome, Somerset, 
on 1 February 2012 (Fig. 4a) is of the Hereford moneyer Ægelric, who was previously known 
in William I type 1 and in the reigns of Edward the Confessor and Harold II. This coin, with 
a reverse reading +IEgELRI6ONHERF, was found about 100 m from another type 5 penny (of 
the Winchester moneyer Godric), and it is suspected to have been part of a hoard (2013 
T77).10 The Lewes moneyer Ælfric, who is known in William I types 4 and 8, and William II 
type 2, can now be recorded in William I type 5 from a coin found near Swaffham, Norfolk, 
on 12 March 2015 (EMC 2016.0125; 1.25 g, chipped), which reads +IELFRI6ONL[-]EP  
(Fig. 4b).     

In William I type 6 (Sword) a 
coin in the Gotlands Museum, 
Visby, possibly from a Gotlandic 
hoard (1.36 g; peck-marked on 
both sides) (Fig. 5a), and a find 
from Highnam, Gloucestershire in 
December 2012 (EMC 2013.0247; 
PAS: GLO-A6DDA1; Coin 
Register 2013, no. 104; 1.31 g, 
 perforated) are from the same 
reverse die of the Gloucester  

moneyer Siliacwine, reading +SILIã6PINEONgLE.11 This moneyer had been recorded in William 
I types 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8, and in William II type 1, as Silæcwine, Sil(e)acwine or Sil(e)ac. The 
British Museum’s Department of Coins and Medals has casts of a type 6 halfpenny from exca-
vations in Winchester (shown at the BM in April 1967) that reads [  ]ODRI6ONS[  ] (9.7 gr. = 
0.63 g) (Fig. 5b). This is probably a coin of the Salisbury moneyer Godric, who was previously 
recorded in William I types 1, 5 and 7. The Abergavenny area hoard has provided a type 6 
penny of the Wilton moneyer Ælfwine, who was known in William I types 5, 7 and 8, and in 
William II types 1–3.12 This was incorrectly listed under Winchester in the tables  published in 
2012.13 The London moneyer Edred should have been listed in type 6 and not in type 7.14

  8  Harris 1987b, 307. Brooke 1916, I, ccxlvi–ccxlvii, tabulates William type 4 coins of the Wilton moneyers Owi and Safare 
in the Carlyon-Britton collection, and lists Ricard as a Wilton moneyer in Henry I type 14. 
  9  Besly 2016, 158, nos 132–4.
 10  Report available online from the Portable Antiquities Scheme website: <http://finds.org.uk/database/search/>.
 11  I must thank Prof. Kenneth Jonsson for alerting me to the existence of the Gotlands Museum coin, and for the images of it. 
 12  Besly 2016, 162, no. 196.
 13  Allen 2012, 83.
 14  Nelson 1949; SCBI 21, no. 1217; SCBI 29, no. 882.

Fig. 3. William I type 4: 
Wilton, Sefara 

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. William I type 5: (a) Hereford, Ægelric (© Portable 
Antiquities Scheme); (b) Lewes, Ælfric

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. William I type 6: (a) Gloucester, 
Siliacwine (courtesy of Prof. Kenneth 
Jonsson); (b) Salisbury?, Godric (courtesy of 
the Trustees of the British Museum)
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J.D. Gomm has provided two additions to the lists in William I type 7 (Profile/Cross and 
Trefoils). The Dix Noonan Webb auction of 17 September 1997, lot 205, featured a type 7 
penny of the London moneyer Ælfred, who had been listed in William I types 4 and 8, and in 
William II type 1 (+IELFRIEDONLVNI; 1.35 g) (Fig. 6). The Winchester moneyer Lifinc, who 
was recorded in type 7 in Brooke’s BMC, was an unfortunate omission from the lists.15   

There are no amendments to the lists in William I type 8 
(Paxs), which is particularly well recorded from the Beauworth 
hoard, or in William II type 1 (Profile). In William II type 2 
(Cross in Quatrefoil) the Colchester moneyer Goldh[af]oc must 
be added from a coin in Norwich Castle Museum (SCBI 26, 
no. 1407; 1.14 g).16 A type 2 penny of the London moneyer 
Ælfgar, reading +IELFg[---]NLN[-], was found near Market 
Rasen, Lincolnshire, on 24 January 2016 (EMC 2016.0023; 
1.26 g) (Fig. 7a). This is a moneyer previously known at London 
in William II type 3, and he might be the same man as the 
 moneyer of that name at Hertford in William II types 2 and 3. 
A coin of the Shaftesbury moneyer Ælnoth in type 2, reading 
+IELNO5ONS6IE[F?] was offered for sale in the Tom Cederlind 
Catalogue no. 181, 16 December 2015, no. 300 (1.15 g) (Fig. 
7b). This is a moneyer previously recorded in William I types 4 
to 8. A cut halfpenny of type 2 found near Newmarket, Suffolk 
in about September 2013 (EMC 2014.0098; Coin Register 
2015, no. 107; 0.54 g) reads [  ]L[-]I6ON[g?][  ] and it might be 
very tentatively attributed to the Ipswich moneyer Ælfric, 
 provisionally filling a gap in his issues between William II 
types 1 and 3.

The listing of the Oxford moneyers Ægelwi and Ælfwi in 
William II type 2 was based upon one coin, tentatively attrib-
uted to Æglwine in the Ashmolean Museum Sylloge (SCBI 12, 
no. 181; 1.39 g) and to Ælfwine in the catalogue of an R.C. 

Lockett sale, English coins part I, Glendining, 5 June 1955, lot 1012, but listed as Ælfwi(g) by 
Harris.17 This specimen was overstruck on a coin of William II type 1, obscuring the first three 
letters of the moneyer’s name in the reverse inscription +[---]FPINEONOXN, but the name can 
be reconstructed as Ælfwine with a reasonable degree of confidence. Two final amendments in 
William II type 2 are the deletion of moneyers listed by Harris on the basis of misreadings of 
auction catalogues. The listing of the Canterbury moneyer Wulfwold was based upon a coin 
of Wulbold with a reading reported as ‘+VLBOLONCNT’ in the catalogue of the Sotheby’s 
sale of 1 March 1922, lot 33,18 and the Norwich moneyer Ælfric was listed from a coin of 
William II type 3 in an R.C. Lockett sale, English coins part III, Glendining, 4 November 
1958, lot 2902 (weight not recorded).19 

There are three new moneyers in William II type 3 (Cross Voided). A gap in the known 
issues of the Canterbury moneyer Ahg(e)mund between types 2 and 4 has been filled by a coin 
in the Dix Noonan Webb auction of 12 November 2015, lot 61 (1.12 g, chipped), reading 
+ãH[-]MVNDOÇNT (Fig. 8a). Wulfwine must be added to the list of Lincoln moneyers after 
1066 from a coin in the Jean Elsen auction of 13 September 2014, lot 522, which reads 
+PVLFPINEONLI (1.15 g; Fig. 8b). The Elsen auction of 12 September 2015 included, as lot 
378, a coin of a new moneyer for the Norwich mint, whose name may be reasonably recon-
structed as Lifnooth from a reverse reading +LI[-]N[OO?]DONNR[5P?] (1.40 g; Fig. 8c). These 
are the first of many additions to the lists between William II type 3 and Henry I type 5 from 

 15  Brooke 1916, II, 89, no. 483; Biddle 2012, 395, no. 1987.
 16  I am very grateful to Dr Tim Pestell for photographs of this coin, which reads +gOLDH[--]O6OÇO on the reverse.  
 17  Harris 1986b, 169.
 18  Harris 1983, 152. 
 19  Harris 1986a, 99.

Fig. 6. William I type 7: 
London, Ælfred (© Dix 
Noonan Webb)

Fig. 7. William II type 2: (a) 
London, Ælfgar; (b) Shaftesbury, 
Ælnoth (© Tom Cederlind)

(b)

(a)
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a series of four Jean Elsen auctions in 2014 and 2015, which seem to have come from an unre-
corded hoard, probably of continental origin. 

There are six additions and one amendment in William II type 4 (Cross Pattée and Fleury). 
The Jean Elsen auction of 14 March 2015 included type 4 pence of the London moneyer 
Algar (+ãL[g?]ãRONLVND; 1.26 g; lot 486) (Fig. 9a) and the Southwark moneyer Lifwine 
(+LIFPINEONSVD; 1.36 g; lot 485) (Fig. 9b). Both of these moneyers were previously known 
in the two adjacent types, 3 and 5, but not in type 4. The Jean Elsen sale of 15 March 2014 
featured type 4 pence of two other moneyers new to the type. Lot 814 in this sale was a coin 
of a moneyer Sewi reading +SEPIONSITVNF (1.30 g) (Fig. 9d): the mint signature SITVNF was 
presumably intended to indicate Stamford (Stanf[ord]), with and extra I inserted after the S 
and the two strokes of an unbarred ã appearing as a V. Lot 816 in the auction of 15 March 
2014 was a coin of a Tamworth moneyer Hireworth, reading +HIREPORDONTIIM (1.26 g) 
(Fig. 9e). These are the first recorded issues of Stamford and Tamworth in type 4, and the 
moneyers were previously unknown at the mints concerned in the Anglo-Norman coinage. A 
William II type 4 penny in the Morton & Eden sale of 5 June 2013, lot 431 (1.37 g), with a 
reverse reading +SE[P?][-]NEONSV5I, adds Sewine to the list of moneyers at Southwark (Fig. 
9c). The last of the six new moneyers in type 4 is the Thetford moneyer Stenæard, from a coin 
in the Jean Elsen auction of 13 September 2014, lot 524, reading +STENIERDON5TF (1.31 g; 
Fig. 9f). This is presumably the same man as the Thetford moneyer with a name variously 
rendered as Stanard, Stanhart and Stenard in Henry I types 6 to 10, and there was a moneyer 
named Stenheard at Thetford in William I type 1. The listing of Edwine as an Exeter moneyer 
in type 4, which was based upon a coin in the first P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton sale, Sotheby’s, 21 
November 1913, lot 774 (weight not recorded), should be corrected to Sewine. Casts of this 
coin in the British Museum show that it reads [ ][S?]EP[N?][-]EONIEXSE (Fig. 9a).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. William II type 3: (a) Canterbury, Ahg(e)mund (© Dix Noonan Webb); (b) Lincoln, Wulfwine (© Jean 
Elsen & Ses fils); (c) Norwich, Li[f ?]n[oo?]th (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils)

(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 9. William II type 4: (a) Exeter: Sewine (courtesy of the Trustees of the 
British Museum); (b) London, Algar (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (c) Southwark, 
Lifwine (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (d) Southwark, Sewine (© Morton & Eden); 
(e) Stamford, Sewi (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (f) Tamworth, Hireworth (© Jean 
Elsen & Ses fils); (g) Thetford, Stenærd (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils)
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Six moneyers can be added to the lists in William II type 5 (Cross Fleury and Piles). The 
Bristol moneyer Lifwine was listed in William I types 1–6 and 8 only, but the R.C. Lockett sale 
of 4 November 1958 included a William II type 5 penny of this moneyer (lot 2907; ex P.W.P. 
Carlyon-Britton; weight not recorded). A coin found at Rudston, East Yorkshire in February 
2013 (EMC 2013.0099; Coin Register 2014, no. 90; 1.26 g), with a reverse reading +B[N or 
V]°INEONDVN, supplies a new moneyer (B[r?]unwine) and a new type for the Durham mint. 
A find from Codford, Wiltshire (EMC 2013.0122; Coin Register 2014, no. 91; 1.34 g) has a 
reverse inscription (+ONgDE[RNO?]ONg) indicating a new moneyer named Ongthe(rn?) at 
Gloucester, Guildford or Ipswich. A type 5 penny that appeared on the market in 2002 reads 
+SPIRLI6ONH: (Fig. 10a), filling a gap in the known issues of the Hastings moneyer Spirlic/
Sperlinc between William II type 4 and Henry I type 1.20 An excavation find from the Confessio 
Sancti Petri of St Peter’s in Rome in the 1940s, reading +PINRIEDONLEI (1.43 g) (Fig. 10b), 
fills a similar gap for the Lewes moneyer Winræd between William II type 4 and Henry I type 
1.21 The British Museum has casts of a William II type 5 penny from ‘P.[W.P.] C[arlyon-]
Britton Jan. 1911’ that reads +OSMVNDONS6[-], providing a new mint (Shaftesbury) for the 
type (Fig. 10c). The moneyer, Osmund, has been previously recorded at Shaftesbury in Henry 
I type 2. There are two further amendments to the lists in William II type 5. Lifwine was listed 
as a Hereford moneyer in type 5 on the basis of a coin, now in the Fitzwilliam Museum 
(CM.936-2001; ex Dr W.J. Conte; 1.40 g), reading +LIFPINEONHR,22 which can be reattributed 
to Hertford, where there was a moneyer named Lifwine in Henry I type 2. Siwgen was listed 
as a Dorchester moneyer in type 5, following Harris, but this was based upon Brooke’s listing 
of the moneyer at Colchester in the type.23 

In Henry I type 1 (Annulets) there are seven additions to the lists of moneyers, three new 
mints (Barnstaple, Chichester and Sandwich), one correction to the lists, and one doubtful 
moneyer confirmed. The Barnstaple moneyer Edword, who was listed in Henry I type 2, is 
now known in type 1 from a coin recorded by David Walker in 2010, reading +EDPORI[-]
ONBãR (weight not recorded, chipped) (Fig. 11a). A cut halfpenny found in London at the 
Thames Exchange site or the Vintry in 1990 and acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum in 2013 
from the Rogers collection (CM.573-2013; 0.53 g) reads +B[  ]NBIRI6, and it is reasonable to 
assume that this is a coin of the Bristol moneyer Barcuit/Barcwit (Fig. 11b). A type 1 penny 
of the Canterbury moneyer Wined(a)i, reading +PINEDION6NTLEI, was in the sale of part 1 
of the Lord Stewartby collection, Spink, 22 March 2016, lot 339 (1.42 g) (Fig. 11c). In both 
cases there was an apparent gap in the lists between William II type 5 and Henry I type 2. 
David Walker has recorded a type 1 penny of the Chichester moneyer Godwine, who was 
known in William II types 2−5 and Henry I types 9−14, reading +gO[----]EON6I6[-]I (weight 
not recorded, cracked) (Fig. 11d). Wulfwie was listed as a Leicester moneyer in type 1 on the 
basis of a coin in the Dix Noonan Webb sale of 17 March 2010, lot 238 (1.37 g), but this must 
be corrected to Wulfric, as the reverse reads +PVLFRI6ONLEIR (Fig. 11e). A find from the 
vicinity of Brimsfield, Gloucestershire in about 2000 (EMC 2014.0178; Coin Register 2015, 

 20  S & B’s Coin & Medal Bulletin 67 (July/Aug. 2002), no. E85; weight not recorded.
 21  Vatican Library; Serafini 1951, no. 390; 1.43 g.
 22  Harris and Finn 1969.
 23  Harris 1984a, 6; Brooke 1916, I, ccvi.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. William II type 5: (a) Hastings, Spirlic; (b) Lewes, Winræd (courtesy of Dr Rory Naismith); (c) 
Shaftesbury, Osmund (courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum)
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no. 111; 1.17 g) reads +SEPORDONMLM, adding Henry I type 1 to the known issues of the 
Malmesbury moneyer Seword, who was previously recorded in William I type 8 and William 
II types 1–3. A type 1 penny recorded by David Walker in November 2004 reading +I[---][S?]
ELONORDP (weight not recorded, chipped, broken and repaired) seems to a coin of the 
Norwich moneyer Breisel, who was known in the previous type, William II type 5 (Fig. 11f). 
A coin in Dix Noonan Webb auction 132, 15 September 2015, lot 687 (1.04 g), reading 
+ESBRNONSIIER, has confirmed the listing of Esbern as a Salisbury moneyer in type 1 (Fig. 
11g).24 Finally, a type 1 penny of the Sandwich moneyer Wulfword, reading +PVLFORDONSã®, 
was found in North Lincolnshire no later than December 2003 (Coin Register 2003, no. 246; 
1.23 g). This is a moneyer also recorded in William II type 4 and 5, and in various types of 
Henry I from 2 to 10. 

There are twelve new moneyers in Henry I type 2 (Profile/Cross Fleury), and a mint attribu-
tion and a moneyer’s name can be corrected. A type 2 penny of the Canterbury moneyer 
Edwine, reading +EDPINEON6NT, appeared in Mark Rasmussen’s list no. 23 (Summer 2012), 
no. 28 (1.30 g) (Fig. 12a), and a cut halfpenny found at Lowick in Northamptonshire on 21 
April 2012 (EMC 2012.0146; Coin Register 2013, no. 106; weight not recorded) may be of this 
moneyer also, although the mint signature is missing. A type 2 penny in Baldwin’s Auctions 
80, 8 May 2013, lot 2319 (1.39 g), is the earliest known coin of the Chichester moneyer Brand, 
reading +BRãND[O?]N6I6 (Fig. 12b), and a coin in the Wolfgang Fried, Künker (Osnabruck) 
auction of 17 June 2013, lot 31 (1.38 g) is of a previously unknown moneyer, Toci, possibly at 
Exeter (+TO6ION6[-]6N[E?]I) (Fig. 12d).25 The known activity of the Colchester moneyer 
Ælfsi, who is recorded in every type from William I type 8 to Henry I type 1 (as well as in 
Henry I types 9 and 13), has been extended into Henry I type 2 by a coin in Aurea Numismatika 
auction 61–63, 23 May 2015, lot 1346 (weight not recorded), reading +IELFSION6OLE6 (Fig. 
12c). David Walker has recorded a type 2 penny of the Leicester moneyer Wulfric, reading 
+PVLFRI6ONLEI (weight not recorded) (Fig. 12e). A find from the vicinity of Ferrensby, North 
Yorkshire in 2013 (EMC 2013.0036; Coin Register 2014, no. 92; weight not recorded, broken 
into three pieces), is of a previously unrecorded Leicester moneyer with an uncertain name 
read as [H or N][II?]ER, and a find from Hereford first recorded in 2007 (EMC 2007.0173; Coin 

 24  Esbern was tentatively recorded in Henry type 1 from a damaged coin found at Dunmow, Essex, in May 2011 (EMC 
2011.0110). 
 25  I am grateful to Ulrich Held for bringing the coin of Toci to my attention.

(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 11. Henry I type 1: (a) Barnstaple, Edword (courtesy of David Walker); 
(b) Bristol, Barcuit/Barcwit (© Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge); (c) 
Canterbury, Winedi (© Spink & Son Ltd); (d) Chichester, Godwine (courtesy of 
David Walker); (e) Leicester, Wulfric (© Dix Noonan Webb); (f) Norwich, 
Breisel (courtesy of David Walker); (g) Salisbury, Esbcrn (© Dix Noonan 
Webb). 
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Register 2008, no. 297; weight not recorded) adds Wulfr[i]c to the list of London moneyers in 
the reign of Henry I. A type 2 penny of the Norwich moneyer Oter, reading +OTERONR5PI6E, 
appeared in Baldwin’s Auctions 7, 2 May 1996, lot 513, and subsequently in Mark Rasmussen’s 
list no. 28 (Spring 2016), no. 22 (1.30 g) (Fig. 10f). Oter(che) is a moneyer previously recorded 
at Norwich in William II type 2 and 4, Henry I types 3, 9 and 15, and Stephen type 1. A type 
2 penny of the Stamford or Steyning moneyer Herman, reading +HERMãNONST, was found 
near Ongar, Essex, no later than 2006 (EMC 2006.0111; Coin Register 2007, no. 359; weight 
not recorded). This fills a gap in the recorded activity of this moneyer between types 1 and 3. 
L[if ?]word was listed as a type 2 moneyer at Thetford from a coin found at near Newark, 
Nottinghamshire, in 2007 (EMC 2007.0156; 1.02 g), which was attributed to Tamworth by 
E.W. Danson.26 Danson’s attribution was probably correct, as the most likely reading of the 
reverse is +L’PORDONTãMP. The Thetford moneyer whose name appears as Stanhard, 
Stanart, or Stenard in various types of Henry I (1, 6, 8, 7 and 10) can be added to the lists in 
type 2 from a coin recorded by David Walker, which reads [  ][S?]ENIERDON5E[ ] (chipped, 
weight not recorded) (Fig. 12g). A coin found at Clapham, West Sussex, 12 April 2015 (EMC 
2015.0118) is of a new Wilton moneyer, Sweceting, reading +SPE6ETINgONPIL: (Ng ligated) 
(Fig. 12h). A type 2 penny in the Baldwin’s Argentum sale of 2 November 2013, lot 88 (1.30 
g) has a reverse inscription (+[ãRN?]TELONERI6) indicating a new moneyer, perhaps named 
Arntel, at York (E[fe]r[w]ic) (Fig. 12i). There is a moneyer of that name at Lincoln in Henry I 
type 1, but there is no reason to attribute this coin of type 2 to Lincoln. Finally, a find from 
the area of Horncastle, Lincolnshire, in 2014 (EMC 2014.0231; Coin Register 2015, no. 112; 
weight not recorded, chipped) has a moneyer’s name (Sewine) already recorded in type 2 at 
Exeter, Northampton and Wilton, but the beginning of the partly legible mint name L[E?][--] 
indicates that this is probably a new moneyer at Chester, Leicester or Lewes.27 Wulfwie was 
recorded as a Leicester moneyer in type 2 from the third P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton sale, Sotheby, 
11 November 1918, lot 1906, but the specimen in question is a coin of the London moneyer 
Wulfwine reading +PVLFPI¯ONLN.     

 26  Danson 2008.
 27  Allen 2012b, 55–6, discusses the mint signatures of Chester and Leicester on coins of William I, William II and Henry I. 
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(f)

Fig. 12. Henry I type 2: (a) Canterbury, Edwine (© Mark Rasmussen); (b) Chichester, Brand (© Baldwin’s); (c) 
Colchester: Ælfsi (© Aurea Numismatika); (d) Exeter?, Toci (© Wolfgang Fried, Künker); (e) Leicester, Wulfric 
(courtesy of David Walker); (f) Norwich, Oter (© Mark Rasmussen); (g) Thetford, [St?]enierd (courtesy of David 
Walker); (h) Wilton, Sweceting; (i) York, [Arn?]tel (© Baldwin’s)
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In Henry I type 3 (Pax) there are eleven new moneyers and one deletion from the lists. A 
type 3 cut halfpenny in a Dix Noonan Webb sale of 18 March 2015 (lot 394; 0.46 g), reading 
[  ]NBEDE[F?][  ], is the first known coin of Bedford in the type, although the moneyer’s name is 
unfortunately entirely missing (Fig. 13a). A find from Holme next the Sea, Norfolk on 14 
November 2012 (EMC 2012.0295; Coin Register 2013, no. 107; 1.24 g.) and a coin reported to 
the author in October 2012, possibly from a Scandinavian find (peck marks both sides; weight 
not recorded) (Fig. 13b), are from one pair of dies of the Canterbury moneyer Ahg(e)mund 
in type 3, with the reverse reading +ãHgMV®OÇNT.28 This moneyer was previously known 
in William II types 1, 2, 4 and 5, and in Henry I types 1 and 2, followed by a long hiatus until 
Henry I types 11 and 10, and finally type 15. A type 3 penny of a previously unrecorded 
Canterbury moneyer named Esmær, reading +ESMIEROÇNT (weight not recorded) was 
found at Horncastle, Lincolnshire, and recorded by David Walker in September 2009 (Fig. 
13c). A gap in the issues of the Canterbury moneyer Wulfric between Henry I types 2 and 4 
has been filled by a coin found at Andover in Hampshire on 23 May 2014 (EMC 2014.0161; 
Coin Register 2015, no. 113; weight not recorded), reading +PVLFRI6ON6N. A fourth and 
final addition at Canterbury in type 3 is Wined(a)i, from a coin in the Tom Cederlind list of 
18 December 2014, lot 273 (1.06 g), reading +PINEDION6NTL (Fig. 13d). A type 3 penny 
found near Bolnhurst, Bedfordshire in July 2013, which reads +LIFINE[O?][-]DRBN (EMC 
2015.0035; PAS: BH-FD4CD7; 1.17 g), has added another new mint (Derby) and a new mon-
eyer (Lifine) to the lists for the type (Fig. 13e). This is presumably a continuation of the issues 
of the Derby moneyer named as Leofwine or Lifwine in William I type 8 and William II types 
1, 2 and 5. Before this coin was discovered there was a long gap in the known activity of the 
Derby mint between William II type 5 and Henry I type 12. A find from near Wareham in 
Dorset, reading +SEMEIRONDOR6 (EMC 2016.0163; weight not recorded), has added the 
local mint of Dorchester and a new moneyer, Semær, to the lists for type 3 (Fig. 13f). A coin 
in Mark Rasmussen’s list no. 23 (Summer 2012), no. 29 (1.31 g) reads +IEgLNO5ONOXN, 
adding type 3 to the recorded activity of the Oxford moneyer Æglnoth (or Ailnoth), who is 
known in most of the types of Henry I’s coinage from 1 to 14 (Fig. 13g). A find from near 
Horncastle, Lincolnshire in 2013 (EMC 2013.0047; Coin Register 2014, no. 93; 0.97 g.) is 
attributable to the Tamworth moneyer Hem(i)nge, who was previously recorded in Henry I 
type 8 only, and a find from near Wymondham, Norfolk in March 2014 (EMC 2014.0086; 
PAS: NMS-6B00A2; Coin Register 2015, no. 114; 1.26 g, chipped; +HEROND[--]ORDEI) is of 
the Thetford moneyer Her(d), who was known in Henry I type 5 only. A type 3 penny found 
in the vicinity of Kilham, East Yorkshire in 2014 (EMC 2015.0004; PAS: YORYM-68B2AA; 
1.03 g) is the first known coin of the York moneyer Edwine in the type, reading +EDPINEONEF[E?]
[-] (Fig. 13h). The one deletion from the lists in Henry I type 3 is the Gloucester moneyer 
Sawine/Sewine, who was listed by Harris from a coin in the R.C. Lockett sale of 5 June 1955, 
lot 1023, which actually belonged to William II type 3.29

A type 3/4 mule of the Thetford moneyer Godelef, reading +gODELEFONDET, was recorded 
by David Walker in October 2012 (weight not recorded; Fig. 14). This is a moneyer previously 
known in the type 3.

There are thirteen new moneyers, one new mint, and one deletion in Henry I type 4 (Annulets 
and Piles). The Canterbury moneyer Wined(a)i can be added to the lists in type 4 from two 
coins in recent sales: Lord Stewartby part 1, Spink, 22 March 2016, lot 342, reading +PINE[--]
ION6NT (0.89 g; Fig. 15a), and Jean Elsen, 12 September 2015, with a reverse inscription 
partly obscured by double-striking that seems to read +PI3[---]ON[-]ËP0 (1.34 g; Fig. 15b). 
There are two new moneyers at Exeter, helping to fill the apparent gap in the issues at Exeter 
between Henry I types 2 and 7. A type 4 penny of the Exeter moneyer Edwin (reading 
+EDPI3[O?][-][E?]X6E) published by Michael Cuddeford in 1993 was unfortunately omitted 
from the lists.30 The second new Exeter moneyer, Oter, has been provided by a find from near

 28  I would like to thank Steve Rice for information about the possible Scandinavian find.
 29  Harris 1984b, 246.
 30  Cuddeford 1993.
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 Horncastle, Lincolnshire on 26 September 2012 (EMC 2012.0241; 
Coin Register 2013. no. 108; 1.20 g, chipped). One of the coins in 
the Jean Elsen sale of 15 March 2014 (lot 819; 1.37 g) reads 
+EDgERONgIPES (Fig. 15d), adding type 4 to the known issues of 
the Ipswich moneyer Ædgar/Edgar/Edger, who had been recorded 
in Henry I types 3, 5, 13 and 14, and in Stephen types 1 and 2. 
More than one man might be indicated by these three widely sep-
arated series of issues. Another coin in the Jean Elsen sale of 15 
March 2014, lot 821 (+:PVLFRI6ONSVB; 1.35 g) is of the Sudbury 

moneyer Wulfric, who was known in Henry I types 1, 3 and 5, and in the coinages of William 
I and William II (Fig. 15g). The Hastings moneyer Godric, who was known in William II 
types 1 to 5 and Henry I type 3, can now be recorded in type 4 from a coin in the Jean Elsen 
auction of 13 September 2014, lot 526, reading +gODRI6O3hES (3h ligated) (1.39 g) (Fig. 
15c). This Elsen auction also included as lot 527 (Fig. 15e) one of two die-duplicate coins, 
reading +0LDE3ONS3, that add a new mint (Nottingham) and new moneyer (Alden) to the 
lists in type 4 (the other coin appeared in Mark Rasmussen’s list 15 (Spring 2008), no. 20; 1.23 
g). There is Nottingham moneyer with a name rendered as Aldena, (H)aldene, Haudene, H[--]
dine and Hlidin in various types from type 2 to type 14. A cut halfpenny in the Dix Noonan 
Webb auction of 12 June 2013, lot 1019 (0.59 g) has added Romney to the list of mints in type 
4, although the reverse inscription (+I[------]RV¥) does not provide any clear evidence of the 
moneyer’s name (Fig. 15f). A type 4 penny recorded by David Walker in June 2002 seems to 
read +[-]aR[-]Da[  ]TET (Fig. 15h). This must be a new moneyer at Thetford in type 4, but the 
surviving elements of the name do not seem match any of the names of moneyers previously 
recorded at Thetford in the reign of Henry I. J.D. Gomm has drawn my attention to J.J. 
North’s publication of a type 4 penny of the Wallingford moneyer Edword, who is otherwise 
unknown in the coinage of Henry I.31 A coin in Baldwin’s Auctions 83, 24 September 2013, lot 
4314 (1.31 g; not illustrated) has added type 4 to the list for the Winchester moneyer S(hirwold, 
who had been known in type 1 only (see p. 175 for a coin of this moneyer in type 6). There are 

 31  North 1993.

(a)

(d)

(g) (h)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 13. Henry I type 3: (a) Bedford, uncertain moneyer (© Dix Noonan Webb); (b) Canterbury, Ahg(e)mund 
(courtesy of Steve Rice); (c) Canterbury, Esmær (courtesy of David Walker); (d) Canterbury, Wined(a)i (© Tom 
Cederlind); (e) Derby, Lifine; (f) Dorchester, Semær; (g) Oxford, Æglnoth (© Mark Rasmussen); (h) York, Edwine

Fig. 14. Henry I type 3/4: 
Thetford, Godelef (courtesy of 
David Walker)
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two new moneyers at York in type 4: Edwine and Wulwine. A type 4 penny found at Driffield, 
East Yorkshire, and recorded in October 2013 (PAS: YORYM-D87984; EMC 2014.0239; 
Coin Register 2015, no. 115; weight not recorded) is the first known coin of Edwine in the 
type, reading +EDVPI3EO3EFER (3E ligated, twice), and David Walker has recorded a coin of 
Wulwine at York, reading +[P?]VLPI¯O-¯FE[--] (weight not recorded) (Fig. 15i). A find from 
the area of Newmarket, Suffolk in February 2013 (EMC 2013.0033; Coin Register 2014, no. 
94; 0.68 g) is of a previously unknown moneyer in type 4, [ ]nstan, at an unidentified mint. 
This coin is a cut halfpenny, with the beginning of the moneyer’s name and all of the mint 
name unfortunately absent. Finally in Henry I type 4, the Wilton moneyer Owi was listed by 
Harris on the basis of a William I type 4 penny now in the Fitzwilliam Museum.32

In Henry I type 5 (Voided Cross and Fleurs) four moneyers can be added, one name must be 
amended, and two should be deleted. A Bristol moneyer named Garewulf was listed in type 5 
from a coin formerly in the E.F.P. Armitage, R.C. Lockett, E.H. Wheeler and Col. J. Hoole 
collections, but this must be reattributed to the moneyer named as Barc(u)it, Barcwit and 
Barch[--]t in various types from William II type 1 to Henry I type 3 (and possibly also in type 
6), as it reads +BaREÿVIEON.BRIS (Fig. 16a). A type 5 penny of the Canterbury moneyer 
Ah(g)emund, reading +ahEMVNDON. 6a, was found at Wickhambreaux, Kent, in 2015 
(EMC 2016.0149; 1.15 g) (Fig. 16b). The Canterbury moneyer Wulfsig, who was already 
known in types 2 and 4, can be recorded in type 5 from a coin that appeared on the market in 
2013, reading +PVLSIg:ON:6aN: (1.29 g) (Fig. 16c).33 The Ipswich moneyer Germane was 
recorded in type 5 from a coin in the Dix Noonan Webb sale of 31 May 2000, lot 158, but 
when this specimen appeared in the sale of part 1 of the Lord Stewartby collection, Spink, 22 
March 2016, lot 343 (0.87 g, cracked and corroded), it was correctly reattributed to Ædgar, 
who is also recorded at Ipswich in Henry I types 2, 3, 13 and 14, and in Stephen types 1 and 2. 
The reverse inscription is +EDgaER:ON:gIPS (Fig. 16d). Peter Gaspar and Marvin Lessen 

 32  Harris 1987b, 307; Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.1.769–1990), ex C.E. Blunt.
 33  I am grateful to Patrick Broomfield for information about this coin, purchased from Lloyd Bennett in March 2013.
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(f)

Fig. 15. Henry I type 4: (a−b) Canterbury, Wined(a)i (© Spink & Son Ltd and Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (c) Hastings, 
Godric (Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (d) Ipswich, Edger (Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (e) Nottingham, Alden (Jean Elsen & Ses 
fils); (f) Romney, uncertain moneyer; (g) Sudbury, Wulfric (Jean Elsen & Ses fils); (h) Thetford, [-]r[-]da[ ] (courtesy 
of David Walker); (i) York, Wulwine (courtesy of David Walker)
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have published a type 5 penny struck on both sides from one reverse die of the Gloucester 
moneyer Sawold, reading +[--]POLDONgLEPI (1.30 g).34 The last of the additions to the lists 
from the Jean Elsen sale of 15 March 2014 (lot 822; 1.39 g) is Robertus at Sa, which might be 
Bury St Edmunds, Salisbury, Sandwich or Shrewsbury (Fig. 16e). Neigel was listed by Harris 
as a Thetford moneyer in type 5 from a coin in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, which is 
now attributed to the Bedford moneyer Negel (SCBI 53, no. 238; 1.13 g).35

There are four additions and one deletion in Henry I type 6 (Pointing Bust and Stars). The 
Bristol mint can be added to the lists in type 6 from a cut halfpenny found near Arundel, West 
Sussex on 5 June 2013, which reads [   ][R?]IT:ON:BR[  ] (EMC 2013.0225; Coin Register 2014, 
no. 95 (attributed to Rye); 0.62 g). This seems to be a coin of the Bristol moneyer Barc(u)it/
Barcwit. A coin found near Horncastle, Lincolnshire in April 2013 (EMC 2013.0129; 1.09 g, 
chipped) reads [--]aTSTaNONORPI[-], adding type 6 to the known issues of the Norwich 
moneyer [E]atstan (or Edstan), who has now been recorded in all of the types of Henry I’s 
coinage from type 3 to type 15, apart from types 8 and 13, and in the reign of Stephen (Fig. 
17a). A coin in Baldwin’s Auctions 57, 23 September 2008, lot 381 (1.36 g) is the first known 
specimen of the Winchester moneyer S(h)irwold in type 6, reading +SIR[P?]O[-]D:ON:PIN6E[:?] 
(Fig. 17b). David Walker has recorded a new York moneyer for the reign of Henry I, Gamel, 
from a type 6 penny reading +ga[M?]EL:ON:EBORa that appeared on eBay in March 2006 
(weight not recorded; Fig. 17c). Finally in Henry I type 6, the listing of the Gloucester mon-
eyer Godwin/Gotwine should be deleted because the only supporting evidence for this was 
two repoussé copper alloy brooches from an unofficial reverse die imitating type 6.36

 34  Gaspar and Lessen 2008.
 35  Harris 1987a, 189.
 36  Pestell and Marsden 2012, 656, 657.

(a)
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(b)
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(c)

Fig. 16. Henry I type 5: (a) Bristol, Bare[w?]vie (courtesy of David Walker); (b) Canterbury, Ah(g)emund (© 
Timeline); (c) Canterbury, Wulfsig (courtesy of Patrick Broomfield); (d) Ipswich, Ædgar (© Spink & Son Ltd); (e) 
Uncertain mint, Robertus (© Jean Elsen & Ses fils)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 17. Henry I type 6: (a) Norwich, [E]atstan; (b) Winchester, S(h)irwold (© Baldwin’s); (c) York, Gamel 
 (courtesy of David Walker)
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In Henry I type 9 (Cross in Quatrefoil), which is believed to have directly followed type 6,37 
there are eight additions and one reattribution. Alfwine was listed as a Sandwich moneyer on the 
basis of a coin found at Andover, Hampshire in 2008 (EMC 2008.0205; 1.32 g), but this is a coin 
of Bath, reading +aLFPINE:ON:BaDa (Fig. 18a). David Walker recorded a type 9 penny of the 
Canterbury moneyer Eadwine, reading +EaDPI¯.ON6aN[-], in February 2005 (weight not 
recorded; Fig. 18b). A type 9 penny reading +[---]SION[6?]OLE6ES, which was found at Peldon, 
Essex in 2007 (EMC 2016.0181; Coin Register 2016, no. 93; 1.34 g) has filled a gap in the known 
issues of the Colchester mint between types 4 and 7. The moneyer must be Ælfsi, who was active 
at Colchester in various types between William I type 8 and Henry I type 2, and in Henry I type 
13.38 A coin that appeared on the market in 2003 (1.00 g, chipped; Fig. 18c) was the first recorded 
‘true’ coin of type 9 of Gloucester,39 although a type 9/10 mule of the Gloucester moneyer 
Sawold was already known (SCBI 53, no. 242; 1.26 g). The moneyer’s name on the type 9 penny 
of Gloucester is incomplete, reading [---][R?]NIET, but this is certainly a new moneyer for the 
mint. A coin in the Baldwin’s Argentum auction of 4 June 2016, lot 303 (1.39 g), reading 
+BLa6aMaN.ON.LVND. (Fig. 18d), fills a gap in the recorded issues of the London moneyer 
Blacaman between types 6 and 7 or 8. A type 9 penny in Baldwin’s Auctions 40, 3 May 2005, lot 
132 (1.09 g) names a new moneyer for the type, Siwar[d?], with a mint signature ending in the 
letters RPI, presumably indicating Norwich (Norwi) (Fig. 18e).40 A type 9 penny of the Thetford 
moneyer Godwine, reading +gODPINE:ON:TETFO (OD ligated), appeared in Aurea Numismatika 
auction 61–63, 23 May 2015, lot 1347 (weight not recorded), (Fig. 18f). Godwine was already 
known at Thetford in Henry I types 3 to 5 and 10 to 14. David Walker has recorded the Winchester 
moneyer Shirwold in type 9 from a coin in two fragments that appeared on eBay in June 2009, 
reading +S[--]POLD:ON:PIN6 (weight not recorded; Fig. 18g). Another coin recorded by David 
Walker from eBay, in August 2009 (weight not recorded), adds a York moneyer tentatively 
 identified as Hermer, who has been recorded in Henry I types 7, 11 and 10. The reverse  inscription, 
which is badly doublestruck, reads +hE[  ]:ON:EBOR (Fig. 18h).

 37  The order of the types of Henry I is discussed by Blackburn 1990, 55–62. 
 38  I am very grateful to Dr Joseph Bispham for information about this coin.
 39  I must thank Richard Mooney for information about this coin, which was offered for sale on eBay.
 40  It might be suggested that the letters RPI are consistent with a York mint signature such as Eferwi or Everwi, but in Henry 
I types 7, 8 and 9 York is Ebora or abbreviations of that (Blackburn 1990, 59).
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Fig. 18. Henry I type 9: (a) Bath, Alfwine; (b) Canterbury, Eadwine (courtesy of David Walker); (c) Gloucester, 
[ ][r?]niet (courtesy of Richard Mooney); (d) London, Blacaman (© Baldwin’s); (e) Norwich, Siwar[d?] (© 
Baldwin’s); (f) Thetford: Godwine (© Aurea Numismatika); (g) Winchester, Shirwold (courtesy of David Walker); 
(h) York, Hermer (courtesy of David Walker) 
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Towards the end of 2012 a small but remarkable hoard was found in archaeological excava-
tions near Geldermalsen in the Netherlands.41 The find consisted of four pennings of  Bishop 
Burchard of Utrecht (1099–1112) (one of them halved), three contemporary coins of Holland 
and Germany not precisely datable, and three Henry I pennies: a type 7 penny of the London 
moneyer Blacaman and two mules with obverses of type 9 and reverses of type 7 (Quatrefoil 
with Piles). These are the first recorded mules between types 9 and 7,42 and both of the mon-
eyers concerned were previously unknown in type 7. The first coin (weight 1.40 g) reads 
+PVF[R?][---]N[h?][---]OR and can be attributed to the Hereford moneyer Wu(l)fric (Fig. 19a). 
It is worth noting that no true coins of type 9 have been recorded from Hereford as yet. The 
second coin (1.26 g) is of the Norwich moneyer U[lch]etel, reading +[V?][---]ETE[L?][-]
NNOR(Fig. 19b). Wu(l)fric was previously recorded in types 8 and 11, and U[lch]etel is known 
in types 11, 10 and 12−14, as Ulfchitel, Ulfcil or Ulfcetel. 

There are five additions to the lists of moneyers known in type 7 from coins not muled with 
another type. David Walker has recorded a type 7 penny of the Canterbury moneyer Winedai, 
reading +PIN[-]DaI:ON:CaN: (weight not recorded; Fig. 20a), and a type 7 cut halfpenny of 
Hereford, reading [+?][  ]E[-][T?]ONhE (Nh ligated), that appeared on eBay in May 2009 (weight 
not recorded; Fig. 20b). The moneyer of the latter coin is probably Ravenswert, who is known 
in types 11, 10 and 14. A type 7 penny of the Hereford moneyer Alfwine was found at 
Skidbrooke in Lincolnshire on 23 November 2013 (EMC 2013.0399; Coin Register 2014, no. 
96; 1.35 g). This is a new moneyer for the Hereford mint. The Lewes moneyer Winred has been 
recorded in type 7 from a penny found at Romney Marsh, Kent, in 2005 (EMC 2006.0213; 
Coin Register 2007, no. 364). The last addition in type 7 is a name new to the Anglo-Norman 
coinage – Hargaw – from a coin found in a Colchester Archaeological Group excavation on St 
John’s Green, Colchester (within the area of the precinct of St John’s Abbey) on 29 September 
2015, which reads +haRgaWN[--][E?]F (1.26 g) (Fig. 20c).43 The reverse has been dou-
ble-struck, with traces of :O under the W, and the N of  ON displaced to the position of the O, 
so that the inscription can be reconstructed as +haRgaW:ON[-][E?]F, and it may be reasona-
ble to assume that the full mint signature was TEF for Thetford.   

In Henry I type 8 (Larger Profile/Cross and Annulets) there are two new mints (Norwich and 
Wilton) and two new moneyers. The Norwich moneyer Oter can be added to the lists from a 
coin recorded by David Walker which reads +OTERON[-][OR?][--] (weight not recorded; Fig. 
21a). David Walker has also recorded a type 8 penny of the Wilton moneyer Alfvierd, reading 

 41  van der Veen 2015, 180–2, 194–6.
 42  Blackburn 2005, 165–6, reviews the known mules between types in Henry I’s coinage.
 43  I am grateful to Dr Mark Curteis of Chelmsford Museum for information about this coin and images of it.

(a) (b)

Fig. 19. Henry I type 9/7 mules: (a) 
Hereford, Wu(l)fric; (b) Norwich, 
U[lch]etel (courtesy of Bouke Jan van 
der Veen)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 20. Henry I type 7: (a) Canterbury: Winedai (courtesy of David Walker); (b) Hereford: Ravenswert?  (courtesy 
of David Walker); (c) Thetford: Hargaw (courtesy of Dr Mark Curteis)
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+aLFVIERD:ON:PI[L?]T (1.3 g; Fig. 21b). There is a Wilton named Ægelword, Ægelwurd, 
Ailward or Ailwart in Henry I types 3, 4, 10, 12 and 14, but that may be a different man or 
men.

The correct order of types 7 and 8 is a matter of debate: Mark Blackburn preferred the 
order 7→8, but William Conte and Marion Archibald and the author of this article have 
argued that the order was probably 8→7.44 The discovery of the two type 9/7 mules in the 
Geldermalsen hoard might be thought to provide some evidence for the placing of type 7 
immediately after type 9 (and so before type 8), but it is worth observing that types 7 and 9 
have a facing bust, facilitating the substitution of an old type 9 obverse die for a type 7 die, 
whereas type 8 has a left-facing bust incompatible with type 7.

In Henry I type 11 (Double Inscription), which followed types 7 and 8, however they might 
be arranged, there are six additions to the lists. The Hastings moneyer Wulfnoth, who was 
previously known in the two types following type 11 (10 and 12), can be recorded from a coin 
in the sale of part 1 of the Lord Stewartby collection, Spink, 22 March 2016, lot 350, reading 
+PVL[--]TO around +NhaSTI in the inner circle (1.32 g; Fig. 22a). David Walker has recorded 
a type 11 penny of Leicester reading [  ][N?]a[  ] around +[N?][--]HRE. (weight not recorded; 
Fig. 22b). He has also recorded a type 11 cut halfpenny of the Northampton moneyer Ulf, 
reading +VL[F?][  ]N around +haM[T?][----] (weight not recorded; Fig. 22c), and a chipped cut 
halfpenny of the Salisbury moneyer Esbern/Osbern found in Kent no later than May 2010, 
reading [  ]ERNO around +[------]BER (weight not recorded; Fig. 22d). The Lincoln moneyer 
Aslacus must be added from a coin in the Lincoln (Malandry) hoard of 1971–72, which is now 
in The Collection, Lincoln (SCBI 27, no. 2094; 1.13 g). A type 11 penny of the York moneyer 
Laisi[ng?], reading +LaISI[--] around +NEVERP, appeared in the Spink auction of 26 March 
2013, lot 537 (1.30 g) (Fig. 22e). Aslac(us) was previously known in Henry I types 7 and 15 
(and in Stephen type 1 if  the Lincoln moneyer Oslac was the same man). Various forms of the 
name rendered as Laisi[ng?] in type 11 appear on York coins from William I type 2 to Stephen 
type 1.  

 44  Blackburn 1990, 58–62; Conte and Archibald 1990, 234; Allen 2012, 138, 141.

(a) (b)

Fig. 21. Henry I type 8: (a) Norwich: 
Oter (courtesy of David Walker);  
(b) Wilton: Alfvierd (courtesy of David 
Walker)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

Fig. 22. Henry I type 11: (a) Hastings, Wulfnoth; (b) Leicester, [  ][n?]a[ ] (courtesy of David Walker); (c) 
Northampton, Ulf (courtesy of David Walker); (d) Salisbury, Esbern/Osbern (courtesy of David Walker); (e) 
York, Laisi[ng?] (© Spink & Son Ltd)
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There are six additions in Henry I type 10 (Full Face/Cross Fleury), which followed type 11. 
A type 10 penny of the Dorchester moneyer Sween, reading [---E?]N:ON:DOR[-], appeared in 
Baldwin’s Auction 80, 8 May 2013, lot 2320 (1.34 g; Fig. 23a). This is a new mint for the type. 
David Walker has recorded a type 10 cut halfpenny of Gloucester reading [  ]ET:ON:gL[  ] 
(weight not recorded; Fig. 23b). This is the first ‘true’ coin of Gloucester in the type, although 
there are type 9/10 and 11/10 mules of the Gloucester moneyer Sawold. The moneyer of this 
new coin is [ ]et, which might be the same man as the [  ][r?]niet recorded in type 9 or Wulfghet, 
known in type 14, or another moneyer entirely. Godwine must be added at Huntingdon from 
a coin in Robin Eaglen’s corpus of the Huntingdon mint, published in 1999.45 There are four 
type 10 pennies of the Oxford moneyer Ailricus, who might be the same man as Æglric, the 
Oxford moneyer of Henry I type 2. The first of these coins, in the Ashmolean Museum, has a 
partly legible reverse inscription reading +a[-------]ON:O[-]I:. The moneyer was identified as 
Ailnot, with a query, in the Ashmolean Museum Sylloge (SCBI 12, no. 219; 0.82 g), but this 
coin is probably from the same dies as coins of Ailricus in the Sotheby’s auction of 5 October 
1989, lot 853 (Fig. 23c) and a dealer’s list in 1997 (both with no recorded weight).46 The full 
reverse inscription can be reconstructed from these last two coins as +aILRI6VS:ON:OXI:. A 
fourth coin, for which no images or weight are available, was published in 1996–97 and was 
said to be from the same dies as the coin listed in 1997 when the latter was offered for sale.47 A 
type 10 penny found at Buttercrambe in North Yorkshire on 17 November 2013 (EMC 
2013.0405; Coin Register 2014, no. 97; weight not recorded) adds the Sandwich moneyer 
Wulfward, who was previously recorded in Henry I types 2, 4, 9 and 7, and in William II types 
4 and 5. David Walker has recorded a type 10 penny of a Shaftesbury moneyer Athe[  ], 
 reading +a5E[----]ONS[F?] (weight not recorded; Fig. 23d). 

Fifteen moneyers can be added to the lists in Henry I type 12 (Smaller Profile/Cross and 
Annulets). A type 12 penny of the Canterbury moneyer Winedai, reading +PINNEDaI;ON:6aN:, 
was found near Harlow, Essex on 4 January 2009 (EMC 2015.0176; 1.19 g) (Fig. 24a).48 This 
fills a gap in the known issues of Winedai between types 10 and type 13. The Chester moneyer 
Gil(le)mor is now represented in type 12 by a coin reading +gILMOR:ON:6ES:, which appeared 
in the Dix Noonan Webb auction of 5 December 2012, lot 337 (1.15 g) (Fig. 24b). David 
Walker recorded a type 12 penny of the Huntingdon moneyer Derlig, reading +DERLIg:ON:[-]
[V?]NT (weight not recorded) in June 2010 (Fig, 24c). There are three additions to the lists at 
Lincoln. A coin in Baldwin’s Auctions 44, 2 May 2006, lot 898 (1.34 g) reads +ED[-]a[--]:ON:N-

I6OL:, and the partly legible moneyer’s name can be plausibly reconstructed as Ed[w]a[rd], a 
new moneyer for Lincoln (Fig. 24d). David Walker has recorded type 12 cut halfpennies of the 
Lincoln moneyers Gladwin and Guthred, reading +gLa[-]PIN:[ ] and +gVDRE[ ] (weights not 

 45  Eaglen 1999, 142, no. 318.
 46  Monks 1997.
 47  Ruskin 1996; Ruskin 1997; Monks 1997.
 48  This coin was brought to the author’s attention by Jonathan Mann.

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

Fig. 23. Henry I type 10: (a) Dorchester, Sween (© Baldwin’s); (b) Gloucester, 
[  ]et (courtesy of David Walker); (c) Oxford, Ailricus (© Sotheby’s); (d) 
Shaftesbury, Athe[  ] (courtesy of David Walker)
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recorded; Figs 24e and 24f).  The gap in the issues of the London moneyer Edwine between 
types 10 and 13 has been filled by a coin found in Chievely parish, West Berkshire in 2014 
(EMC 2014.0352; PAS: SUR-63F4F5; Coin Register 2015, no. 116; 1.29 g), which reads 
+EDPWINE:ON:LV, showing an interesting duplication of the letter W in its two forms. A type 
12 cut halfpenny recorded by David Walker reads +gEFREIT[ ] (weight not recorded; Fig. 24g). 
This is a new moneyer in the type, probably to be identified with the Northampton moneyer 
named as Geffrei, Gefre and Gosfrei in types 13 and 14. A type 12 penny of the Norwich 
moneyer Ulfcetel, reading +VLF6ETEL:ONNOR: (1.23 g), was offered for sale by Lloyd Bennett 
in February 2008 (Fig. 24h). This fills a gap in the known issues of this moneyer between 10 
and 13. David Walker has recorded a type 12 cut halfpenny that seems to be the first known 
coin of Rochester in the type (weight not recorded; Fig. 24i). The reverse reads [  ]N:ROX[E?][ 
], but the X might be a malformed V, which would be more compatible with a Rochester mint 
signature. A find from Quidenham, Norfolk, in or before 2007, reading [---]BERN:ON:S[---] on 
the reverse (EMC 2007.0033; Coin Register 2008, no. 310; weight not recorded), should prob-
ably be attributed to Osbern at Sandwich or Sudbury. There is a moneyer named Osbern at 
Sudbury in Henry I types 7, 13 and 14, and at Sandwich in type 14 only. A type 12 penny in 
Baldwin’s Auctions 7, 2 May 1996, lot 526 (1.19 g) with the reverse reading +aLD[R?][--]O[-]
Sa. is probably a coin of the Shaftesbury moneyer Aldred, who is known in types 11, 10 and 
14 (Fig. 24j). A type 12 cut halfpenny recorded by David Walker in June 2012, reading +aL[g?]
[  ][S?]VD: (weight not recorded; Fig. 24k), fills a gap in the issues of the Southwark moneyer 
Algar between types 10 and 13. Another cut halfpenny recorded by David Walker reads +[  ]

(d)

(a)

(g)

(j) (k)

(e)

(b)

(h)

(f)

(c)

(i)

(l)

Fig. 24. Henry I type 12: (a) Canterbury, Winedai (© Spink & Son Ltd); (b) Chester, Gil(le)mor (© Dix Noonan 
Webb); (c) Huntingdon, Derlig (courtesy of David Walker); (d) Lincoln, Ed[w]a[rd] (© Baldwin’s); (e) Lincoln, 
Gladwin (courtesy of David Walker); (f) Lincoln, Guthred (courtesy of David Walker); (g) Northampton?, Gefreit 
(courtesy of David Walker); (h) Norwich, Ulfcetel (© Lloyd Bennett); (i) Rochester, uncertain moneyer (courtesy 
of David Walker); (j) Shaftesbury, Aldred (© Baldwin’s); (k) Southwark, Algar (courtesy of David Walker); (m) 
York, Hemmig (courtesy of David Walker)
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NOD:ON:T[  ] (weight not recorded; not illustrated). There are many possibilities for the iden-
tity of the mint (Tamworth, Taunton, Thetford, Totnes or Twynham), but Thetford is perhaps 
the most likely as there is moneyer named Ailnot at Thetford in type 14. Finally, David Walker 
has recorded a type 12 penny of the York moneyer Hemmig, reading [-]hEMMIg:ON:EVER 
(weight not recorded; Fig. 24m). This is a moneyer already known in types 7, 11 and 10. 

In Henry I type 13 (Star in Lozenge Fleury) there are five additions, two of them at Lewes. 
A coin in the Dix Noonan Webb auction of 4 December 2013, lot 2406 (1.29 g), reading 
+EDMVND:ON:LEVEST:, fills a gap in the issues of the Lewes moneyer Edmund between types 
12 and 14 (Fig. 25a). A type 13 penny of a completely new Lewes moneyer, Wurmun, with the 
reading +PVRMVN.ON.LaPa, featured in the Baldwin’s Argentum sale of 2 November 2013, 
lot 90 (1.40 g) (Fig 25b). The apparent gap in the issues of the Thetford moneyer Acus between 
types 12 and 14 has been filled by a type 13 penny reading +a6VS:ONTETFORD: (1.1 g; Fig. 
25c), and a similar gap for the Wilton moneyer Ailward can be filled with a coin in Baldwin’s 
Auction 7, 2 May 1996, lot 529, reading +aILPaRD:ON:[P?][---] (1.23 g; Fig, 25d). The mint 
and moneyer of a type 13 cut halfpenny in the Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm (SCBI 11, 
Stockholm, no. 248; 0.70 g), reading +ELPI[---------]ESTE, are difficult to determine, but this 
seems to be a new mint and moneyer combination. The moneyer’s name can probably be 
reconstructed as Elwine, and the mint might be Winchester ([Winc]este), in which case this 
could be a variant of the name that appears as Alfwine, Ailwine and Alvine on Winchester 
coins of types 6, 9, 11 and 10.

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

Fig. 25. Henry I type 13: (a) Lewes, Edmund (© Dix Noonan Webb); (b) 
Lewes, Wurmun (© Baldwin’s); (c) Thetford, Acus (© Mike Vosper); (d) Wilton, 
Ailward (© Baldwin’s)

There are five additions and four deletions of moneyers in Henry I type 15 (Quatrefoil on 
Cross Fleury), along with two deletions of mints. A coin of the Bristol moneyer Harding/
Herding in type 15, reading +haRDINg:ON:BRI:, was found at Themelthorpe, Norfolk, on 16 
January 2016 (EMC 2016.0021; 1.32 g) (Fig. 26a). This moneyer was previously recorded in 
Henry I types 11, 10, 12, 13 and 14 only, but it can now be seen that he was not one of the 
moneyers who disappear from the record between types 14 and 15, possibly as a consequence 
of the 1124/5 Assize of Moneyers.49 A type 15 penny believed to have been found in North 
Yorkshire is the first known coin of the Durham mint in the type (1.3 g) (Fig. 26b).50 The 
reverse reads +aR[N?][---]N:DVNhOL, and the moneyer’s name may be tentatively recon-
structed as Arnwi.51 Before this discovery the only types of Henry I known from the Durham 
mint were types 10 and 14, and in both cases the moneyer is Ordwi.52 David Walker has 
recorded a type 15 penny reading +ID[R?][--------]RPI6 (weight not recorded; Fig. 26c). The 
moneyer’s name is new to type 15, however ‘Id[r?][ ]’ might be expanded, and the mint must be 
Norwich or York. David Walker has also recorded a type 15 penny of the Winchester moneyer 

 49  Allen 2009, 78−85.
 50  Information and images from Mike Vosper, 26 Mar. 2015.
 51  There was a moneyer named Arnwi at York in type 15, who might be the same man.
 52  Allen 1994, 386–7, 396; Allen 2003, 14, 166–7.
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Brunman, reading +B[R?][--]M[a?]N:ON:PI[--]: (weight not recorded; Fig. 26d). Brunman had 
been known as a moneyer at an unidentified mint in type 15 from a coin in the British Museum 
with a mint signature reading [---]6 (BMC 304). David Walker has also recorded a type 15 
penny of the York moneyer Foren, reading +[--]REN:ON:[---]RPI6 (weight not recorded; Fig. 
26e). This is a moneyer previously known in Henry I types 7, 10, 13 and 14, and Stephen type 
1. Alvric was listed as a Canterbury moneyer in type 15 on the basis of four coins with par-
tially legible inscriptions from the same reverse die, but a fifth coin from this die in the 
Knaresborough area hoard has shown that the mint is Norwich.53 The only evidence for 
Dorchester as a type 15 mint was a coin formerly attributed to a Dorchester moneyer named 
Walter, which is actually a coin of the Norwich moneyer Etstan Walter now in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum.54 The listing of the Nottingham mint in type 15 was based upon a coin which was 
reported to read ‘+STE[IN?]E [ON] S[NOT]I when it appeared in the Carlyon-Britton sale of 
1916, without illustration in the auction catalogue.55 This might be a misread coin of the mon-
eyer Stefne at Northampton or Winchester. Finally, Stanhart was listed at Norwich in type 15 
in error.

Recent finds have provided the first known Henri I round halfpence of Canterbury and 
London. A coin of the Canterbury moneyer Winedei (or Winedai) was found at Wherwell, 
Hampshire on 26 March 2015 (EMC 2015.0120; PAS: SUR-D134DD), reading +PIN[--]
EION6 (0.71 g; pierced in three places, three rivets for mounting and gilded on the reverse) 
(Fig. 27). A find from Kent in April 2013 (EMC 2013.0128; Coin Register 2014, no. 99; 0.44 
g, chipped) reads [---]ODREDONLV[-], and a coin from Tilbury in Essex in September 2014 
(EMC 2014.0258; Coin Register 2015, no. 117; 0.66 g) has +TOREDON[-]VN. These two finds 
can both be attributed to the London moneyer whose name appears as Thoret(h), Thured or 
Thuret on pennies of Henry I types 2–5, 9, 10 and 15. 

In Stephen type 1 (Cross Moline or Watford) there are five new moneyers. These include two 
Canterbury moneyers not previously recorded in the Anglo-Norman coinage: Alfward and 
Simun. The coin of Alfward reads +aLFPaRD;oN;6a and it was found at Bardney, Lincolnshire 
in January 2015 (EMC 2015.0202; 1.31 g) (Fig. 28a). The coin of Simun, reading 
+SIMVN:ON:6aN:, is a find from the area of Driffield in East Yorkshire no later than 2005 
(EMC 2005.0159; Coin Register 2006, no. 269; weight not recorded, chipped). A type 1 penny 
of a new Thetford moneyer, Oselin, reading +OSELIN:ON:TET: and weighing 1.09 g, appeared

 53  Walker 2005; Spencer 2009.
 54  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton sale part 2, Sotheby, 20 Nov. 1916, lot 1428; Fitzwilliam Museum CM.1098–2001.
 55  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton sale part 2, Sotheby, 20 Nov. 1916, lot 1433.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

Fig. 26. Henry I type 15: (a) Bristol, Harding; (b) Durham, Ar[nwi?] (© Mike R. Vosper); (c) Norwich or York, 
Id[r?][  ] (courtesy of David Walker); (d) Winchester, Brunman (courtesy of David Walker); (e) York, Foren (cour-
tesy of David Walker)
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on the market in 2014 (Fig. 28b).56 The mint of a coin of R[in?]
ald, reading +R[I?][-]a[L?]D:ONER:,, found at Larling in Norfolk 
on 5 September 2013 (EMC 2013.0298; Coin Register 2014, no. 
100; weight not recorded) is uncertain. Finally, a penny of type 1 
from irregular dies found at Great Eversden in Cambridgeshire on 
6 January 2013 (EMC 2013.0008; Coin Register 2014, no. 102; 
1.17 g) is of a new moneyer named Frit[h?]el at mint that might be 
Wareham (WRE). 

The variant of Stephen type 1 having a voided short cross with birds (martlets?) in the 
angles of the cross was limited to coins of the moneyer Walchelinus at Derby (Mack 175) until 
the discovery of a coin reading +WaL6aL[---]STVT in the vicinity of Derby on 7 October 
2013 (EMC 2013.0332; Coin Register 2014, no. 104; 0.98 g).57 This is presumably by the same 
moneyer as the coins of Derby, but with the name spelt as Walcal[inus?] instead of Walchelinus, 
and the mint seems to be Tutbury (Stutesberia). In 1908 W.J. Andrew attributed a coin of the 
moneyer Rainald of a similar style of local die-cutting to the Derby coins but with lis instead 
of birds in the angles of the voided cross (BMC 246; Mack 179) to Tutbury, with the very 
plausible suggestion that both mints worked for Robert de Ferrers, earl of Derby (whose chief 
castle was at Tutbury).58 Rainald can be tentatively added to the lists as a Tutbury moneyer.

In 1958 Peter Seaby published a penny of Stephen from local dies which combines an 
obverse of Stephen type 2 with a voided cross moline reverse derived from type 1 (Fig. 29).59 
This coin was reported to have been in a field near Repton, Derbyshire, and it weighed 16.3 
grains (1.06 g). The reverse reads [-][ç?]I6`RONDVDLE:, which led Seaby to suggest that the 
moneyer’s name may have been intended to be Sigar. He rejected the possibility that this might 
be a coin of Dudley in Worcestershire, but that seems to be a reasonable suggestion. Mack 
passed over this coin in his 1966 survey of the coinage of Stephen, but there seems to be no 
reason to doubt its authenticity.

A coin from local dies copying both sides of Stephen type 2, 
found in Lincolnshire in 2008 (EMC 2009.0417; Coin Register 
2010, no. 331; weight not recorded), replaces the name of Stephen 
on the obverse with that of a certain Roger de (Fig. 30). This is 
presumably the incomplete name of some local magnate, lacking 
the implied toponymic suffix after the de. The reverse reads +[-]
ODE¥:RO:N:TI:, referring to a moneyer named [G?]odemer at a 
mint abbreviated to TI. If  this coin is from the Midlands Roger de 
might possibly be Roger de Beaumont, 2nd earl of Warwick (d. 
1153), but the identity of the mint is obscure at present. 

There are two additions in Stephen type 4 (Lozenge Fleury and Annulets). A coin reported 
to have been found in the area of the ‘north Nottinghamshire / Lincolnshire borders’ in 2014, 
which reads +hVE:ON:[------]: (EMC 2015.0292; weight not recorded) (Fig. 31), can be 
 attributed to the Lincoln moneyer Hue (previously recorded in Stephen type 7) with a 
 reasonable degree of confidence. A find from near Horncastle in Lincolnshire in July 2013

 56  Information and images from Steve Hill of Baldwin’s, 11 June 2014.
 57  Mack 1966, 67–8, no. 175.
 58  Summary of paper read to the BNS, 15 July 1908, BNJ 5 (1908), 439–40.
 59  Seaby 1958. Peter Seaby exhibited this coin at the 24 June 1958 meeting of the BNS (BNJ 29 (1958–59), 201).

Fig. 27. Henry I round half-
penny: Canterbury, Winedei 
(twice actual size)

(a) (b)

Fig. 28. Stephen type 1: (a) Canterbury, 
Alfward; (b) Thetford, Oselin (© 
Baldwin’s)

Fig. 29. Stephen type 2 / type 
1 cross moline voided variant, 
local dies: Dudley, Sicar
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 (EMC 2013.0260; Coin Register 2014, no. 103 (attributed to 
Lincoln); 1.09 g) has a moneyer’s name that can be plausibly 
reconstructed as Samuel, at Nottingham, in an inscription that 
can be read as [  ]M[V?]EL:O:sN[  ]. R.P. Mack’s standard article on 
the coinage of the reign of Stephen listed Nottingham as a mint in 
type 4, without being able to name the moneyer of the coin 
 concerned.60

A coin found near Gainsborough, Lincolnshire in about 2013 
(EMC 2015.0394; 1.39 g, repaired) has provided a new type for the 
local or ‘Ornamental’ coinage of York in the reign of Stephen, 
and the name of the first moneyer of this coinage. The obverse 
copies Stephen type 1 but the reverse design has an arcuate quad-
rilateral, with a pellet at each angle and pellet in annulet centre, 
over a voided cross with a pellet between two pellets at the end of 
each limb (Fig. 32a). This new reverse type, which can be called 
the Cross Voided and Quadrilateral type, seems to be copied from 
William I type 2. The reverse inscription can be read as +WIZ.
SDE.GDEGANT, supplying the name of a Flemish moneyer, 

Wizs(o) of Ghent (de Gant).61 In a later phase of the York local coinage of Stephen, a coin of 
the Flag type found near Driffield, East Yorkshire, in February (EMC 2016.0058; 1.28 g) 
reads +VNN[T?]RED:ON:EV[:?] (Fig. 32b), and it can be argued that the name intended is that 
of Uht(d)red, one of the nine moneyers recorded at York in Stephen type 1.

In the coinages in the name of Henry conventionally attributed to Henry of Anjou there are 
two additions. Marshall Faintich has published a penny from local dies copying Stephen type 
1 with an obverse reading [ ]HE[N?][---]EX+ and [ ][I?]ORDaNVSO[-][P?]ELI[g?][--] on the 
reverse.62 This seems to be a coin of a moneyer named Iordanus at Wallingford. A second coin 
of Henry, with an obverse derived from Stephen type 1 and a reverse from Henry I type 15 
(Mack 247–52), found near Bere Regis in Dorset in or before 2013 (EMC 2013.0296; Coin 
Register 2014, no. 107; weight not recorded, cracked and chipped) has provided a new mon-
eyer’s name for the Anglo-Norman coinage, Urberik. The mint signature is illegible, but the 
known mints of this type are Gloucester, Hereford and (possibly) Cirencester.63

There are three new moneyers in Stephen type 6 (Profile/Cross and Piles). A coin found at 
Barnham Broom, Norfolk in July 2013 (EMC 2013.0285; 1.27 g) was attributed the Ipswich 
moneyer Ædgar when it was published as Coin Register 2014, no. 108, but a second coin from 
the same dies found at Diss in Norfolk on 31 May 2014 (EMC 2014.0174; Coin Register 2015, 
no. 119; 1.3 g) has shown that the full reading of the reverse is +aLVRI6:ON:gIP:, so that the 
moneyer is Alvric. This is probably the same man as the Ipswich moneyer Alfric in Stephen 
type 1. A type 6 penny found near Colchester, Essex in 2015, reading +IO[--]aN[-----]V (EMC 
2016.0090; 1.18 g), seems to be a coin of the Norwich moneyer Iordan, who was previously 
known in Stephen type 7 (Fig. 33a). Edward, a Sudbury moneyer previously recorded in 
Stephen types 1 (Roundels) and 7, can be added to the lists in type 6 from a coin in the Dix 
Noonan Webb sale of 4 December 2013, lot 2411 (1.23 g) (Fig. 33b).

 60  Mack 1966, 52, no. 75.
 61  Allen forthcoming.
 62  Faintich 2005, 306.
 63  Mack 1966, 90–1, nos 247−50.

Fig. 30. Stephen type 2, 
‘Roger de’, local dies: ‘Ti’, [G?]
odemer

Fig. 31. Stephen type 4: 
Lincoln, Hue

(a) (b)

Fig. 32. Stephen, York local coinage: 
(a) Cross Voided and Quatrefoil type: 
Wizs(o) de Gant; (b) Flag type: Uht(d)
red 
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In Stephen type 7 (Awbridge) there is one new moneyer, a hitherto unidentified moneyer can 
be named, and two moneyers can be reattributed from one mint to another. A coin found at 
Tiptree, Essex, on 8 November 2015 (EMC 2015.0327; weight not recorded) reads +WILLE[-]
O[-]:VIN6O, with traces of what may be another letter underneath the V (Fig. 34). The 
intended mint signature seems to be LIN6O, in which case this find provides a new moneyer for 
Lincoln in type 7, Willem. When a corpus of type 7 was published, in 2006, the Cambridge 
mint was only known in the type from a cut halfpenny with the moneyer’s name not on the 
surviving half  of the inscription.64 The missing half  of the inscription has been supplied by a 
die-duplicate penny found at South Cave, East Yorkshire on 1 May 2010 (EMC 2014.0362; 
PAS: YORYM-72B672; Coin Register 2015, no. 120; 1.30 g), which reads 
+REINVL[D?]:ON:gRaN.65 A coin found in East Dorset on 10 April 2014 (EMC 2014.0120; 
Coin Register 2015, no. 121; 1.04 g) is from the same dies as the only coin of type 7 previously 
attributed to the moneyer Gefrei at York,66 and it allows the full reading of the reverse to be 
reconstructed as +gEFREI:ON:LEER, indicating that the mint is Leicester. A find from the vicin-
ity of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk in 2013 (EMC 2013.0251; Coin Register 2014, no. 109; 1.25 
g; reading +hEREMa[N:ON][-][W?]) is a die-duplicate of the coin formerly attributed to the 
London moneyer Dereman in type 7,67 showing that these two coins were issued by a moneyer 
named Hereman at a mint tentatively identified as Norwich.

Table 1 summarizes the amendments to the lists of mints and 
moneyers published in 2012. The numbers of moneyers new to a 
type peak at twelve in Henry I type 2, eleven in type 3, thirteen in 
type 4, and fifteen in type 12. The relatively large numbers of new 
moneyers in some of the earlier types of Henry I are at least partly 
due to the bias towards these types in recent auctions and fixed 
price lists, but it also serves to confirm the conclusion of the orig-
inal article in 2012 that the record of moneyers is particularly 
incomplete in the earlier types of Henry I.68 The record may also 

be relatively incomplete in Henry I type 12. Table 2 updates and corrects the total numbers of 
mints and moneyers recorded in 2012 (the adjusted totals include moneyers not yet recorded 
in a type but known to have been active in the two adjacent types).69

 64  EMC 2001.0038; Coin Register 2001, no. 98; Allen 2006a, 244, no. 23; Allen 2006b, 267, no. 29. 
 65  I must thank Ulrich Held for information about this coin.
 66  Mack 1966, 58, no. 132a; Allen 2006b, 286, no. 293.
 67  BMC 199; Allen 2006b, 275, no. 126.
 68  Allen 2012, 59–60.
 69  Allen 2012, 63–8, tables 8–10.

(a) (b)

Fig. 33. Stephen type 6: (a) Norwich, 
Iordan; (b) Sudbury, Edward (© Dix 
Noonan Webb)

Fig. 34. Stephen type 7: Lincoln, 
Willem
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TABLE 1. Amendments to lists of mints and moneyers, 1066–1158

Reign Type Additions Deletions

William I 1 Bath: Brungar
  Bedford: Sigod/Sægod
  Cambridge: Wulfwine
  Chester: Wulfric
  Ipswich: Brunman or Leofstan?
  Malmesbury: Brihtwine
  York: Legsinc 
 2 Exeter: Ægelwi Oxford: Man(na)
  Norwich: Godefurth
  Norwich: Man(na) 
 3 York?: Wulgar  
 4 Bath: Osmær Wilton: Ricard
  Hereford: Eadwi
  Wilton: Sefara 
 4/5 Wareham: Sideman 
 5 Hereford: Ægelric
  Lewes: Ælfric 
 6 Gloucester: Siliacwine Winchester: Ælfwine
  London: Edred
  Salisbury?: Godric
  Wilton: Ælfwine 
 7 London: Ælfræd London: Edred
  Winchester: Lifinc 
William II 2 Colchester: Goldh[af]oc Canterbury: Wulfwold
  Ipswich?: Ælfric? Norwich: Ælfric
  Lincoln: Wulfwine Oxford: Ægelwi
  London: Ælfgar Oxford: Ælfwi
  Oxford: Ælfwine
  Shaftesbury: Ælnoth 
 3 Canterbury: Ahg(e)mund
  Lincoln: Wulfwine
  Norwich: Lifnooth 
 4 Exeter: Sewine Exeter: Edwine
  London: Algar
  Southwark: Lifwine
  Southwark: Sewine
  Stamford: Sewi
  Tamworth: Hireworth
  Thetford: Stenærd 
 5 Bristol: Lifwine Dorchester: Siwgen
  Durham: B[r?]unwine Hereford: Lifwine
  Gloucester, Guildford or Ipswich: 
  Ongthe[rn?]
  Hastings: Spirlic/Sperlinc
  Hertford: Lifwine
  Lewes: Winræd
  Shaftesebury: Osmund 
Henry I 1 Barnstaple: Edword Leicester: Wulfwie
  Bristol: Barcuit/Barcwit
  Canterbury: Wined(a)i
  Chichester: Godwine
  Leicester: Wulfric
  Malmesbury: Seword
  Norwich: Breisel
  Salisbury: Esbern (confirmed)
  Sandwich: Wulfword 
 2 Canterbury: Edwine Leicester: Wulfwie
  Chichester: Brand Thetford: L[if ?]word
  Colchester: Ælfsi
  Exeter?: Toci
  Leicester: Wulfric
  Leicester: [ ]er
  London: Wulfrc
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TABLE 1. Continued

Reign Type Additions Deletions

Henry I (cont.) 2 (cont.) Norwich: Oter
  Stamford or Steyning: Herman
  Tamworth: L[if ?]word
  Thetford: [St]tenierd
  Wilton: Sweceting
  York: [Arn?]tel
  Chester, Leicester or Lewes: Sewine 
 3 Bedford: uncertain moneyer   Gloucester: Sawine/Sewine
  Canterbury: Ahg(e)mund
  Canterbury: Esmær  
  Canterbury: Wined(a)i
  Canterbury: Wulfric
  Derby: Lifine
  Dorchester: Semær
  Oxford: Æglnoth
  Tamworth: Hem(i)nge
  Thetford: Her(d)
  York: Edwine 
 4 Canterbury: Wined(a)i Wilton: Owi
  Exeter: Edwin
  Exeter: Oter
  Hastings: Godric
  Ipswich: Ædgar/Edgar/Edger
  Nottingham: Alden
  Sudbury: Wulfric
  Romney: uncertain moneyer
  Wallingford: Edword
  Winchester: S(h)irwold
  York: Edwine
  York: Wulwine
  Uncertain mint: [  ]nstan 
 5 Bristol: Bare[w?]vie Bristol: Garewulf
  Canterbury: Ah(g)emund Ipswich: Germane
  Canterbury: Wulfsig Thetford: Neigel
  Gloucester: Sawold
  Ipswich: Ædgar
  Uncertain mint (Bury St Edmunds, 
  Salisbury, Sandwich or Shrewsbury): 
  Robertus 
 6 Bristol: [Barcew?]it Gloucester: 
  Norwich: [E]atstan Godwin/Gotwine
  Winchester: S(h)ilrwold
  York: Gamel 
 9 Bath: Alfwine Sandwich: Alfwine
  Canterbury: Eadwine
  Colchester: Ælfsi
  Gloucester: [---][r?]niet
  London: Blacaman
  Norwich: Siwar[d?]
  Thetford: Godwine
  Winchester: Shirwold
  York: He[rmer?] 
 9/7 Hereford: Wu(l)fric
  Norwich: U[lch]etel 
 8 Norwich: Oter
  Wilton: Alfvierd 
 7 Canterbury: Winedai
  Hereford: Alfwine
  Hereford: Ravenswert?
  Lewes: Winred
  Thetford: Hargaw 
 11 Hastings: Wulfnoth
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TABLE 1. Continued

Reign Type Additions Deletions

Henry I (cont.) 11 (cont.) Leicester: [  ][n?]a[  ]
  Lincoln: Aslacus
  Northampton: Ulf
  Salisbury: Esbern/Osbern
  York: Laisi[ng?] 
 10 Dorchester: Sween
  Gloucester: [  ]et
  Huntingdon: Godwine
  Oxford: Ailricus
  Sandwich: Wulfward
  Shaftesbury: Athe[  ] 
 12 Canterbury: Winedai
  Chester: Gil(le)mor
  Huntingdon: Derlig
  Lincoln: Ed[w]a[rd]
  Lincoln: Gladwin
  Lincoln: Guthred
  London: Edwine
  Northampton?: Gefreit
  Norwich: Ulfcetel
  Rochester: uncertain moneyer
  Sandwich or Sudbury: Osbern
  Shaftesbury: Aldred
  Southwark: Algar
  Tamworth, Taunton, Thetford, Totnes or Twynham: [  ]nod
  York: Hemmig 
 13 Lewes: Edmund
  Lewes: Wurmun
  Thetford: Acus
  Wilton: Ailward
  Winchester?: Elwi[ne] 
 15 Bristol: Harding/Herding Canterbury Alvric
  Durham: Ar[nwi?] Dorchester: Walter
  Norwich or York: Id[r?][  ] Norwich: Stanhart
  Winchester: Brunman Nottingham: Swein
  York: [Fo]ren 
 Round Canterbury: Winedai
 halfpenny  London: Thodred 
Stephen 1 Canterbury: Alfward 
  Canterbury: Simun
  Thetford: Oselin
  Uncertain mint: R[in?]ald 
 1, irregular Wareham?: Frit[h?]el 
 1, cross voided Tutbury?: Rainald
 and lis
 1, cross voided Tutbury: Walcal[inus?] 
 and martlets
 2/1, cross moline Dudley: Sicar 
 voided
 2, ‘Roger de’ ‘Ti’: [G?]odemer 
 4 Lincoln: Hue
  Nottingham: [Sa]muel 
 York local York: Uht(d)red 
 coinage  York: Wizs de Gant 
 ‘Henry of Anjou’ Wallingford: Iordanus
  Uncertain mint: Urberik 
 6 Ipswich: Alvric
  Norwich: Iordan
  Sudbury: Edward 
 7 Cambridge: Reinal[d?] London: Dereman
  Leicester: Gefrei York: Gefrei
  Lincoln: Willem
  Norwich?: Hereman 
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TABLE 2. Summary of total numbers of mints and moneyers recorded

Reign Type Moneyers Moneyers Mints Mints
  (adjusted) (adjusted)

William I  1 98–9 110–11 38–9 38–9
  2 138 143 43 43
  3 104 124 39 43
  4 111 122 44 45
  5 131–3 136–7 57 57
  6 84–5 97–8 38–9 38–9
  7 88 105 42 48
  8 179 182 65 65
William II  1 108 129 51 54
  2 151 155 56 56
  3 134 142 52 54
  4  78  92 34 39
  5 75–6 79–80 38–9 39–40
Henry I  1 60–1 64–5 26–7 28–9
  2 68–9 72–3 31 33
  3  53  56 26 27
  4  56  60 27 27
  5 32–3 34–5 18 19
  6  31  38 20 20
  9 44−5 46−7 21 22
  8  23  40 18 22
  7 68–9 71–2 33 33
 11 62–3 75–6 29–30 33–4
 10 118–19 120–1 47 48
 12  61  90 33 39
 13 101–2 112–13 40 43
 14 136–42 139–45 53 53
 15 111 111 21 21
 Halfpenny  15  15 11 11
Stephen 1 162–4 162–4 43 43
 1, Pereric  11  11  7  7
 1, erased dies 18–19 18–19 10 10
 1, Roundels   7   7  4  4
 1, irregular 22–6 22–6 14–16 14–16
 Matilda  12  12  4  4
 Independent 61–6 61–6 33–6 33–6
 Scottish   5   5  3  3
  2 62–3 62–3 17 17
  6 48–9 54–5 21 23
  7 99–100 99–100 45–6 45–6
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